The Valuation of
Common Stocks
I n Chapter 17 it was noted that one purpose of financial analysis is to iclvl,
ti@ mispriced securities. Fundamental analysis was mentioned as one appro;ic Ir
for conducting a search for such securities. With this approach the security ; I I M
lyst makes estimates of such things as the firm's future earnings and dividends. II
these estimates are substantially different from the average estimates of other ; I I I
alysts but are felt to be more accurate, then from the viewpoint of the seclrl i t t
analyst, a mispriced security will have been identified. If it is also felt that r l ~ c .
market price of the security will adjust to reflect these more accurate estima~c.\.
then the security will be expected to have an abnormal rate of return. Acca~.il
ingly, the analyst will issue either a buy or sell recommendation, depending ( 1 1 1
the direction of the anticipated price adjustment. Based on the capitalizatiorl ol
income method of valuation, dividend discount models have been frequentl~
used by fundamental analysts as a means of identifylng mispriced stocks. This
chapter will discuss dividend discount models and how they can be related to
models based on price-earnings ratios.

There are many ways to implement the fundamental analysis approach to identifylng mispriced securities. A number of them are either directly or indirectly related to what is sometimes referred to as the capitalization of income method of
valuation.' This method states that the "true" or "intrinsic" value of any asset is
based on the cash flows that the investor expects to receive in the future from
owning the asset. Because these cash flows are expected in the future, they are

adjusted by a discount rate to reflect not only the time value of rnoney but also
the riskiness of the cash flows.
Algebraically the intrinsic value of the asset V is equal to the sum of the present values of the expected cash flows:

where C, denotes the expected cash flow associated with the asset at time t and k
is the appropriate discount rate for cash flows of this degree of risk. In this equation the discount rate is assumed to be the same for all periods. Because the symbol m above the summatior1 sign in the equation denotes infinity, all expected
cash flows, from immediately after rrlaking the investment until infinity, will be
discounted at the sarne rate in determining G:"

18.1.1

N e t Present Value

For the sake of convenience, let the current moment in time be denoted as zero,
or t = 0. If the cost of purchasing an asset at t = 0 is then its net present value
(NPV) is equal to the difference between its intrinsic value and cost, or:

NPV = V - P

The NPV calculation shown here is conceptually the same as the NPV calculation made for capital budgeting decisions that has long been advocated in introductory finance texthooks. Capital budgeting decisions i~lvolvedeciding whether
or not a given investment project should be undertaken. (For exalrlple, should a
new machine be purchased?) In making this decision, the focal point is the NPV of
the project. Specifically, an investment project is viewed favorably if its NPV is positive, and unfavorably if its NPV is negative. For a simple project involving a cash
oudlow now (at t = 0) and expected cash inflows in the future, a positive NPV
means that the present value of all the expected cash inflows is greater than the
cost of making the investment. Conversely, a negative NPV means that the present
value of all the expected cash inflows is less than the cost of making the investment.
The same views about NPV apply when financial assets (such as a share of
common stock), instead of real assets (such as a new machine), are being considered for purchase. That is, a financial asset is viewed favorably and said to be unerpriced (or undervalued) if NPV > 0. Conversely, a financial asset is viewed
favorably and said to be overpriced o r (overvalued) if NPV < 0. From Equation
.2), this is equivalent to stating that a financial asset is underpriced if lr > P:
m
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Conversely, the asset is overvalued if V < P:
"
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18.1.2 Internal Rate of Return
Another way of making capital budgeting decisions in a manner that is
the NPV method involves calculating the internal rate of return (IRR)
with the investment project. With IRR, NPV in Equation (18.2) is set
zero and the discount rate becomes the unknown that must be calcula
is, the IRR for a given investment is the discount rate that makes the N
investment equal to zero. Algebraically, the procedure involves s o l ~ l n gthe
lowing equation for the internal rate of return k*:
r

I I

Equivalently, Equation (18.5) can be rewritten as:

The decision rule for IRR involves comparing the project's IRR (denotctl In
k') with the required rate of return for an investment of similar risk (denotetl In
k). Specifically, the investment is viewed favorably if k* > k, and unfavorabl\, 1 1
k* < k. As with NPV. the same decision rule applies if eitller a real asset or ;I li
nancial asset is being considered for possible i n ~ e s t m e n t . ~

18.1.3 Application to Common Stoclcs
This chapter is concerned with using the capitalization of income method to dtsermine the intrinsic value of' common stocks. Because the cash flows associatetl
with an investment in any particular common stock are the dividends that are expected to be paid throughout the future on the shares purchased, the models
suggested by this method of valuation are often known as dividend discount
models (DDMs) ." Accordingly, D, will be used instead of C, LO denote the expected cash flow in period t associated with a particulal- common stock, resulting in
the following restatemc~itof Equation (18.1):
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Usually the focus of DL>Ms is o n detcrmining the "tl ue" or "intrinsic" value
of one share of a p;irticular company's common stock, even if larger size ~ L I I chases are being ~ontemplated.This is because it is usually assumed that larger
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size purchases can be made at a cost that is a simple rnultiple of the cost of one
share. (For example, the cost of 1,000 shares is usually assu~netlto be 1,000 times
the cost of one share.) Thus the numerator in D D M is (he cash dividends per
share that are expected in the future.
However, there is a complication in using Equation (18.7) to determine the
intrinsic value of a share of common stock. In particular, in order to use this
equation the investor must forecast all future divide~ids.Because a common
stock does not have a fixed lifetime, this suggests that an infinitely long stream of
dividends must be forecast. Although this may seem to be an impossible task,
with the addition of cer-tain assumptions, the equatiorl can be made tractable
(that is, usable).
These assumptions center on dividend growth rates. That is, the dividend
per share at any time t can be viewed as being equal to the dividend per share at
time t - 1 times a dividend growth ratc of g,,

or, equivalently:

For example, if the dividend per share expected at t = 2 is $4 and the dividend
per share expected at t = 3 is $4.20, then g, = ($4.20 - $4)/$4 = 5%.
The different types of tractable DDhls reflect different sets of assumptions
about dividend growth rates, and are presented nexl. The discussion begins with
the simplest case, the zero-growth model.

One assumption that could be made about future dividends is that they will remain at a fixed dollar amount. That is, the dollar amount of dividends per share
that were paid over the past year D, will also be paid over the next year Dl, arid
she year after that D,, and the year after that D:3,and so on-that is,

fhis is equivalent to assuming that all the dividend growth rates are zero, be@use if g, = 0, then D, = D l _ ]in Equation (18.8). Accordingly, this model is
&trn referred to as the zero-growth (or no-growth) model.
1
a*

.2.1 Net Present Value
impact of this assumption on Equation (18.7) can be analyzed by noting
t happens when D,is replaced by Do in the numerator:
V=

c
,=I
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(18.10)
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Fortunately, Equation (18.10) can be sin~plifiedby noting that Do is a
lar amount, which means that it can be written outside the summation
1
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The next step involves using a property of infinite series from mathe
If k > 0, then it can be shown that:
"
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Applying this property to Equation (18.11) results in the following form~rll
the zero-growth model:

I.'= Do
-,

ko

Because Do = D,,Equation (18.13) is written sometinlcs as:

As an example of how this DDM can be used, assume that the Zinc Company is
expected to pay cash dividends amounting to $8 per share into the indefinite 1'11ture and has a required rate of return of lo%,. IJsing either Equation (18.13) o t
Equation (18.14), it can be seen that the value of a share of Zinc stock is equal to
$80 ( = $8/.10). With a current stock price of $65 per share, Equation (18.2)
would suggest that the NPV per share is $15 ( = $80 - $65). Equivalently, as
V = $80 > P = $65, the stock is underpriced by $15 per share and would be ;I
candidate for purchase.

18.2.2 Internal Rate of Return
Equation (18.13) can he reformulated to solve for the IRR on an investment in a
zero-growth security. First, the security's current price Pis substituted for 1: and
second, k* is substituted for k . These changes result in:

which can be rewritten as:

-- --- -
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Applying this formula to the stock of Zinc intlicates that k' = 12.3% ( =
$ 8 / $ 6 5 ) . Because the IRR from an investment in Zinc exceeds the required
rate of return o n Zinc ( 1 2.3% > l o % ) , this nlcthod also indicates that Zinc is
~nderpriced.~

18.2.3 Application
The zero-growth model may seem quite rrslrictive. After all, it seems unrcasonable to assume that a given stock will pay a fixed dollar-size dividend forever. Altliough such a criticism has validity for comnlon stock valuation, there is one
particular situation where this rnodel is quite useful.
Specifically, whynever the intrinsic value of a share of high-grade preferred
stock is to be determined, the zero-growth DDM will often be appropriate. This
is because most preferred stock is nonparticipating, meaning that it pays a fixed
per
s share change. Furtherdollar-size dividend that will not change as e a r ~ l i r ~ g
more, for high-grade preferred stock these dividends are expected to be paid
regularly into the foreseeable future. Why? Because preferred stock does not
have a fixed lifetime, and, by restricting the application of the zero growth
model to high-grade preferred stocks, the chance o f a suspension of dividends is
rern~te.~

The next type of DDM to be considered is one that assumes that dividends will
grow from period to period at thc same rate [orever, and is therefore known as
the constant growth mode1.j Specifically, the dividends per share that wcrc paid
over the previous year Do are expected to grow at a given rate K , so that the dividends cxpected over the next year L), are expected to be equal to L)o(l
g).
Dividends the year after that are again expected to grow by the same rate g,
meaning that D2 = Dl ( 1
g ) . Because Dl = I),, ( 1 + g ) , this is equivalent to assuming that D, = Do( I
g ) 2and, in general:

+

+
+

=

Do(l

+ g)'.

(18.16b)

18.3.1 Net Present Value
The impact of this assumption on Equation (18.7) can be pnalyzed by noting
what happens when D,is replaced by ~!)~)(1 + g)' in the numerator:

v=

-

(-1
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Do(l + g ) '
(1 + k)'

Fortunately, Equation (18.17) can be simplified by noting that Do b a
lar amount, which means that it can be written outside the summatib

Y=

4%
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+

The next step involves using a property of infinite series from mat
If k > g, then it can be shown that:

5
,=I

(1 + g ) ' - 1 + g
(1 + k)"
- gg'

Substituting Equation (18.19) into Equation (18.18) results in the valuation
mula for the constant-growth model:

Sometimes Equation (18.20) is rewritten as:

because Dl = Do(l

+ g).

Example

As an example of how this DDM can be used, assume that during the past yr;u
the Copper Company paid dikldends amounting to $1.80 per share. The foreci~sl
is that dividends on Copper stock will incr~asebv 5%
ends over the next year are e&ccted to equal $1.89 [ = $1 .HO
(1 .05)1. Using Equation (18.20) and assuliiing a required rate of return k
of 1I%, it can be seen that the value of a share of Copper stock is equal to $31.50
[ = $1.80 X (1 + .05)/(.11 - .05) = $1.89/(.11 - .05)]. With a current stock
price of $40 per share, Equation (18.2) would suggest that the NPV per share is
- $8.50 ( = $31.50 - $40). Equivalently, as V = $31.50 < P = $40, the stock is
overpriced by $8.50 per share and would be a candidate for sale if currently
owned.

+

X

18.3.2

Internal Rate of Return

Equation (18.20) can be reformulated to solve for the IRR o n an investment in a
constant-growth security. First, the current price of the security P i s substituted
for V and then k" is substituted for k. These changes result in:

--
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which can be rewritten as:

Example

Applying this formula to the stock of Copper indicates that k* = 9.72% ( =
[$1.80 X (1 + .05)/$40]
.05 = ($1.89/$40)
.05). Because the required
rate of return on Copper exceeds the IRR from an investment in Copper (11%
> 9.72%), this method also indicates that Copper is overpriced.

+

18.3.3

+

Relationship to the Zero-Growth Model

The zeregrowth model of the previous section can be shown to be a special case
of the constant-growth model. In particular, if the growth rate gis assumed to be
equal to zero, then dividends will be a fixed dollar amount forever, which is the
same as saying that there will be zero growth. Letting g = 0 in Equations (18.20)
and (18.23a) results in two equations that are identical to Equations (18.13) and
(18.15a), respectively.
Even though the assumption of constant dividend growth may seem less restrictive than the assumption of zero dividend growth, it may still be viewed as
unrealistic in many cases. However, as will be shown next, the constant-growth
~rlodelis important because it is embedded in the multiple-growth model.

-

'%

-

-

-

-

--
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MULTIPLE-GROWTHMODEL

k*"

A nlllrr [rncritl DDIlor rlluin!a rommnn ~lurk~
1I ~1~lliul~-~ow111
C
modal.

With this model, the focus is o n time in the future (denoted-by T ) after which
:Blvidcnds are expected to grow at a constant rate g. Although the investor is still

d with forecasting dividends, these dividends d o not need to have any
attern until this time, after which they will be assumed to have the speattern of constant growth. The dividends up until T (Dl, D,, D3, . . ., DT)
forecast individually by the investor. (The investor also forecasts when this
'will occur.) Thereafter dividends are assumed to grow by a constant rate g
ahe investor must also forecast, meaning that:
DT+ 1 = D7(1 + g)
D7+ 2 = DT+ l ( 1 + g) =
DT+ 3 = DT+ ,(I + g ) = DT(1

+ g)'
+ gI3

, Figure 18.1 presents a time line of dividends and growth rates associthe multiple-growth model.
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18.4.1

Net Present Value

q

In determini~igthe value of a share of common stock with the multiple-gro~h
model, the present value of the forecast stream of dividends must be dt-tce
mined. This can be done by dividing the stream into two parts, finding the ptr,
ent value of each part, and then adding these two present values together.
The first part consists of finding the present value of all the forecast d i v ~ .
dends that will be paid up to and including time T Denoting this present V ; I ~ \ I P
by I:-, it is equal to:

The second part consists of finding the present value of all the forecast dividends that will be paid after time 7:and involves the application of the constanrgrowth model. The application begins by imagining that the investor is not '11
time zero but is at time T, and has not changed his or her forecast of dividend\
for the stock. This means that the next period's dividend D,,, and all thosc.
thereafter are expected to grow at the rate g. Thus the investor would be'viewing
the stock as having a constant growth rate, and its value at time 7: V T ,could br
determined with the constant-growth model of Equation (18.21):

One way to view ITT is that it represents a lump sum that is just as desirable as
the stream of dividends after 7: That is, an investor would find a lump sum of
cash equal to V , to be received at time 7: to be equally desirable as the stream of
dividends D,+ LIT+,, D,,,, and so on. Now given that the investor is at time

,,
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zero, not at time 7: the present value at t = O of' the lurnp sum VTmust be determined. This is done simply b y discounting it for T pr:~.iodsa t the rate k, resulting
in the following formula for finding the present valuc at time zero fur all dividends after 7: denoted VT+ :

.+=v,[

(1

1

+ k)'

]

Having found the present value of all dividends lip to and including time T
with Equation (18.24), and the presrnt value of all dividends after time 7'with
Equation (18.26), the value of' the stock car1 be determined by summing u p
these two amounts:

DT+

,=I

(1

+

1

(k - g ) ( l

k)'

+ k)"

Figurc 18.1 illustrates the valuation procedure for the multiple-growth DDM
that is given in Equation (18.27).

As an example of how this DDM can he used, assume that during the past year

Company paid dividends amounting to $.75 per share. Over the
the Magnesium
next year,

expected to amount to $3 per share, indicating that g2 = ( D , - Dl)/DI = ($3 )5)/$2 = 50%. At this time, the li~recastis that dividends will grow hy 10% per
ar indefinitely, indicating that 'I' = 2 and g = 10%. Consequently, D,+I = D3
SS(1 + .lo) = $3.30. Given a required rate of rcturn on Magnesium shares
1596, the values of -1: and V,., can be cnlculated as follows:

v,-

=

(1

$2
+ .15)l +

(1

$3
.15)?

+

= $4.01

Vr+ =

$3.30
(.I5

- .10)(1 + .1512

= $49.91.

V,.- and V,, results in a value for V of $4.01 + $49.91 = $53.92. With
stock pricc of $55 per share, Magnesium appears to he fairly priced.
agnesium is not significantly mispriced because V and P are nearly of
--.-.-----
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Internal Rate of Return

18.4.2

The zero-growth and constant-growth models have equations for V
reformulated in order to solve for the IRR on an investment in a st
nately, a convenient expression similar to Equations (18.15a),(18.15b)
and (18.23b) is not available for the multiplegrowth model. This can
noting that the expression for IRR is derived by substituting P for V, an
in Equation (18.27):

P=

2
I=1

DI

D T + ,

+

(l+k*)'

(k'-g)(l+k8)"

This equation cannot be rewritten with k* isolated on the left-hand side, m
ing that a closed-form expression for IRR does not exist for the multiple-gr
4
model.
"Fi
However, all is not lost. It is still possible to calculate the IRR for an inment in a stock conforming to the multiplegrowth model by using an "educab*
ed" trial-anderror method. The basis for this method is in the observation that
the right-hand side of Equation (18.28) is simply equal to the present value rb
the dividend stream, where k* is used as the discount rate. Hence the larger the
value of k*, the smaller the value of the right-hand side of Equation (18.28).Ttlr
trial-anderror method proceeds by initially using an estimate for k*. If the resrrlting value on the right-hand side of Equation (18.28) is larger than then a larger estimate of k* is tried. Conversely, if the resulting value is smaller than thcr~
a smaller estimate of k* is tried. Continuing this search process, the investor cart
hone in on the value of k* that makes the right-hand side equal P on the lellhand side. Fortunately, it is a relatively simple matter to program a computer t o
conduct the search for k* in Equation (18.28).Most spreadsheets include a fun<tion that does so automatically.

e

e

Example
Applying Equation (18.28) to the Magnesium Company results in:

$55

=

(1

+$* k*)l +

(1

+$3k*)Z +

$3.30
(k* - .10)(1

+ k*)Z.

(18.29)

Initially a rate of 14% is used in attempting to solve this equation for k*. Inserting
14% for k* in the right-hand side of Equation (18.29)results in a value of $67.54.
Earlier 15% was used in determining V and resulted in a value of $53.92. This
means that k* must have a value between 14% and 15%, since $55 is between
$67.54 and $53.92. If 14.5% is tried next, the resulting value is $59.97, suggesting
that a higher rate should be tried. If 14.8% and 14.9% are subsequently tried,
the respective resulting values are $56.18 and $55.03. As $55.03 is the closest to
I: the IRR associated with an investment in Magnesium is 14.9%. Given a required return of 15% and an IRR of approximately that amount, the stock of
Magnesium appears to be fairly priced.
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18.4.3 Relationship to the Constant-Growth Model
The constant-growth model can be shown to be a special case of the multiplegrowth model. In particular, if the time when constant growth is assumed to
begin is set equal to zero, then:

and
'T+

=

Dr+l
- - Dl
(k-g)(l+k)'
k-g

because T = 0 and (1 + k)O = 1. Given that the multiplegrowth model states
that V = V,.- + V T +it, can be seen that setting T = 0 results in V = Dl/ ( k - g),
a formula that is equivalent to the formula for the constant-growth model.

18.4.4 Two-Stage and Three-Stage Models
Two dividend discount models that investors sometimes use are the two-stage
. ~ two-stage model assumes that a constant
model and the three-stage m ~ d e lThe
growth rate g, exists only until some time when a different growth rate g2is aswmed to begin and continue thereafter. The three-stage model assumes that a
constant growth rate g, exists only until some time T I ,when a second growth
I ate is assumed to begin and last until a later time T,, when a third growth rate is
.~ssumedto begin and last thereafter. By letting V,+ denote the present value of
.ill dividends after the last growth rate has begun and V,_ the present value of all
III(. preceding dividends, it can be seen that these models are just special cases of
thc multiple-growth model.
In applying the capitalization of income method of valuation to common
stocks, it might seem appropriate to assume that the stock will be sold at some
point in the future. In this case the expected cash flows would consist of the dividends up to that point as well as the expected selling price. Because dividends
&r the selling date would be ignored, the use of a dividend discount model
my seem to be improper. However, as will be shown next, this is not so.

.

VALUATION BASED ON A FINITE HOLDING PERIOD
talization of income method of valuation involves discounting all diviat are expected throughout the future. Because the simplified models
owth, constant growth, and multiple growth are based on this method,
Ive a future stream of dividends. Upon reflection it may seem that
are relevant only for an investor who plans to hold a stock forever,
an investor would expect to receive this stream of future dividends.
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But what about an investor who plans to sell the stock in a year
situation, the cash flows that the investor expects to receive from p
share of the stock are equal to the dividend expected to be paid one
now (for ease of exposition, it is assumed that common stocks pay divi
nually) and the expected selling price of the stock. Thus it would seen1
ate to determine the intrinsic value of the stock to the investor by di
these two cash flows at the required rate of return as follows:

Dl + PI
v = l + k
Dl
l + k

- -

+ -l PI
+ k

,*-

where Dl and Pl are the expected dividend and selling price at t = I , r c s p r c d
In order to use Equation (18.30), the expected price of the stock at i u
must be estimated. The simplest approach assumes that the selling price will
based on the dividends that are expected to be paid after the selling date. 'fit@
the expected selling price at t = 1 is:

w"

Pl =

(1

+ k)' +

D2

(1

+ k)2 +

D3

(1

+ k)3 + . .

D4

Substituting Equation (18.31) for PI in the right-hand side of Equation (18.:30)
results in:

v = 1-Dl++k [

(1

D2
+ k)'

+

(1

+ k)2 +

(1

0 4

+ k)3

+

,

. .] (&k)

which is exactly the same as Equation ( 1 8 . 7 ) .Thus valuing a share of common
stock by discounting its dividends up to some point in the future and its expected
selling price at that time is equivalent to valuing stock by discounting all future dividends. Simply stated, the two are equivalent because the expected selling price is
itself based on dividends to be paid after the selling date. Thus Equation (18.7),as
well as the zero-growth, constant-growth, and multiple-growth models that are
based on it, is appropriate for determining the intrinsic value of a share of common stock regardless of the length of the investor's planned holding period.
Example

As an example, reconsider the common stock of the Copper Company. Over the
past year it was noted that Copper paid dividends of $1.80 per share, with the
forecast that the dividends would grow by 5% per year forever. This means that
580
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dividends over the next two years (Dl and D 2 ) are forecast to be $1.89 [ = $1.80
X (1
.05)] and $1.985 [ = $1.89 X ( 1
. 0 5 ) ] ,respectively. If the investor
plans to sell the stock after one year, the selling price could be estimated by noting that at 1 = 1, the forecast of dividends for the forthcoming year would be D,,
or $1.985. Thus the anticipated selling price at t = 1, denoted Pl, would be
equal to $33.08 [ = $1.985/ (. 11 - .05) 1 . Accordingly, the intrinsic value of C o p
per to such an investor would equal the present value of the expected cash flows,
which are Dl = $1.89 and PI = $33.08. Using Equation (18.30) and assuming a
$33.08)/(1
required rate of 11%, this value is equal to $31.50 [ = ($1.89
. 1 1 ) ] .Note that this is the same amount that was calculated earlier when all the
dividends from now to infinity were discounted using the constant-growth
model: V = D l / ( k - g) = $1.89/(.11 - .05) = $31.50.

+

+

+

+

Despite the inherent sensibility of DDMs, many security analysts use a much simpler procedure to value common stocks. First, a stock's earnings per share over
1l1eforthcoming year El are estimated, and then the analyst (or someone else)
q>ccifiesa "normal" priceearnings ratio for the stock. The product of these two
1111mbers
gives the estimated future price PI. Together with estimated dividends
I ) , to be paid during the period and the current price the estimated return on
I I I C stock over the period can be determined:
Expected return = (PI - P )
P

+ Dl

rhcrt- I-', = ( P l / E I )X El.
.%me security analysts expand this procedure, estimating earnings per share
priceearnings ratios for optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic scenarios to

I
8

e a rudimentary probability distribution of a security's return. Other anatermine whether a stock is underpriced or overpriced by comparing the
actual priceearnings ratio with its "normal" priceearnings ratio, as will
der to make this comparison, Equation (18.7) must be rearranged and
variables introduced. To begin, it should be noted that earnings per
re related to dividends per share D, by the firm's payout ratio p,,

Dl =

P A

(18.33)

if an analyst has forecast earnings-per-share and payout ratios,
has implicitly forecast dividends.
8.33) can be used to restate the various DDMs where the focus is

hat the stock's priceearnings ratio should be instead of on estinsic value of the stock. In order to d o so, p,El is substituted for Dl

in the right-hand side of Equation ( 1 8 . 7 ) ,resulting in a general f o r m a d
termining a stock's intrinsic value that involves discounting earnings:
!

Earlier it was noted that dividends in adjacent time periods could be v i d
as being "linked" to each other by a dividend growth rate g,. Similarly, earninlp
per share in any year t can be "linked" to earnings per share in the previous yew
t - 1 by a growth rate in earnings per share, g,, ,

E, = E l - 1 ( 1

+ g,,).

This implies that

and so on, where Eo is the actual level of earnings per share over the past year, I:',
is the expected level of earnings per share over the forthcoming year, E 2 is thr
expected level of earnings per share for the year after E l , and E g is the expected
level of earnings per share for the year after E 2 .
These equations relating expected future earnings per share to Eo can bc
substituted into Equation ( 1 8 . 3 4 ) ,resulting in:

V = Pl['0(1
(1

+ +k )gel)]
'

+

P2[Eo(l + g e l ) ( l
(1
k)2

+

+ gt2)1

As V is the intrinsic value of a share of stock, it represents what the stock would
be selling for if it were fairly priced. It follows that V / E o represents what the
price-earnings ratio would be if the stock were fairly priced, and is sometimes referred to as the stock's "normal" price-earnings ratio. Dividing both sides of
Equation ( 1 8 . 3 6 ) by Eo and simplifying results in the formula for determining
the "normal" price-earnings ratio:
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This shows that, other things being equal, a stock's "normal" price-earnings ratio
will be higher:
The greater the expected payout ratios (p,, p,, p,, . . .),
The greater the expected growth rates in earnings per share (g,!, g,,, ge3,. . .),
The smallerthe required rate of return ( k ) .
The qualifjlng phrase "other things being equal" should not be overlooked.
For example, a firm cannot increase the value of its shares by simply making
greater payouts. This will increase pl, p,, p3, . . ., but will decrease the expected
growth rates in earnings per share gel,ge2,gp3,. . . . Assuming that the firm's investment policy is not altered, the effects of the reduced growth in its earnings
per share will just offset the effects of the increased payouts, leaving its share
value unchanged.
Earlier it was noted that a stock was viewed as underpriced if V > P a n d overpriced if V < P Because dividing both sides of an inequality by a positive constant will not change the direction of the inequality, such a division can be done
here to the two inequalities involving Vand 8 where the positive constant is Eo.
The result is that a stock can be viewed as being underpriced if l'/E, > P/E, and
overpriced if V/Eo < PIEn. Thus a stock will be underpriced if its "normal"
price-earnings ratio is greater than its actual price-earnings ratio, and overpriced
if its "normal" price-earnings ratio is less than its actual priceearnings ratio.
linfortunately, Equation (18.37) is intractable, meaning that it cannot be
r~sedto estimate the "normal" price-earnings ratio for any stock. However, simidifiring assumptions can be made that result in tractable formulas for estimating
"normal" price-earnings ratios. These assumptions, along with the formulas, par.~llelthose made previously regarding dkidends and are discussed next.
1 8.6.1

The Zero-Growth Model

'1'11~zerogrowth model assumed that dividends per share remained at a fixed
tlollar amount forever. This is most likely if earnings per share remain at a fixed
4lar amount forever, with the firm mair~taininga 100% payout ratio. Why
MI(%)? Because if a lesser amount wcrc assumed to be paid out, it would mean
r l the firm was retaining part of its earnings. These retained earnings would
put to some use, and would thus he expected to increase future earnings and
u:e dividends per share.
Accordingly, the zerogrowth model can be interpreted as assuming p, = 1
dl time periods and En = El = E 2 = E3 and so on. This means that Do = En
D, = E , and so on, allowing valuation Equation (18.13j to be reV = En
-.

(18.38)

k

Equation (18.38) by En results in the formula for the "normal" priceratio for a stock having zero growth:

-v ---1
E,,

(18.39)

k'
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Example
Earlier it was assumed that the Zinc Company was a zero-growth fi
idends of $8 per share, selling for $65 a share, and having a reql
turn of 10%. Because Zinc is a zero-growth company, it will be
has a 100% payout ratio which, in turn, means that E, = $8. At thi
tion (18.38) can be used to note that a "normal" price-earnings rat1
1 / . 10 = 10. As Zinc has an actual price-earnings ratio of $65/$8 = 8
cause V / E o = 10 > P/E, = 8.1, it can be seen that Zinc stock is unde

18.6.2 The Constant-Growth Model

4

Earlier it was noted that dividends in adjacent time periods could be v i e d
being connected to each other by a dividend growth rate g,. Similarly. 11
noted that earnings per share can be connected by an earnings growth rate & The constant-growth model assumes that the growth rate in dividends per s l m
will be the same throughout the future. An equivalent assumption is that cart&
ings per share will grow at a constant rate g, throughout the future, with tht- IJUW
out ratio remaining at a constant level p . This means that:

E,
E2
E3

Eo(1 + g,)
= E1(1 + g,)
= En(l + g,)

=

E,(1
= Eo(l
= Eo(l

=

+

ge)l

+ g , ) ( l + g,) = E,(1
+ g,)(l + g,)(l +

+ g,)'
=

~

~+ (

1

and so on. In general, earnings in year t can be connected to l$ as follows:

Substituting Equation (18.40) into the numerator of Equation (18.34) attcl
recognizing that p, = p results in:

The same mathematical property of infinite series given in Equation (18.19) can
be applied to Equation (18.41),resulting in:

It can be noted that the earnings-based constant-growth model has a numerator that is identical to the numerator of the dividend-based constant-growth
model, because pEo = Do. Furthermore, the denominators of the two models are
identical. Both assertions require that the growth rates in earnings and dividends
be the same (that is, g, = g ) . Examination of the assumptions of the models
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reveals that these growth rates must be equal. This can be seen by recalling that
constant earnings growth means:
Et = E,-,(1

+ g,).

Now when both sides of this equation are multiplied by the constant payout
ratio, the result is:
PE, = PE,-,(l + ge).

,

Because pEt = D,and pE, - = DL_

,,this equation reduces to:

Dt = Dt-,(l + gel
which indicates that dividends in any period t - 1 will grow by the earnings
growth rate, g,. Because the dividend-based constant-growth model assumed
that dividends in any period t - 1 would grow by the dividend growth rate g, it
can be seen that the two growth rates must be equal for the two models to be
equivalent.
Equation (18.42) can be restated by dividing each side by Eo, resulting in the
following formula for determining the "normal" price-earnings ratio for a stock
with constant growth:

Example

Earlier it was assumed that the Copper Company had paid dividends of $1.80 per
share over the past year, with a forecast that dividends would grow by 5% per year
forever. Furthermore, it was assumed that the required rate of return on Copper
was 11%,and the current stock price was $40 per share. Now assuming that Eo was
$2.70, it can be seen that the payout ratio was equal to 66%%( = $1.80/$2.70).
This means that the "normal" priceearnings ratio for Copper, according to Equation (18.43), is equal to l l .7 [ = .6667 X (1 + .05) / (.11 - .05)1. Because this is
less than Copper's actual priceearnings ratio of 14.8 ( = $40/$2.70), it follows
that the stock of Copper Company is overpriced.
::_

?.-

18.6.3 The Multiple-Growth Model
lier it was noted that the most general DDM is the multiple-growth model,
re dividends are allowed to grow at varying rates until some point in time ?:
which they are assumed to grow at a constant rate. In this situation the preslue of all the dividends is found by adding the present value of all diviup to and including T, denoted by V,-, and the present value of all
ends after T, denoted by V,, :

t

v = v,- + v,,
Dr+1
( k - g)(l + k ) r '

(18.27)
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In general, earnings per share in any period t can be expressed
equal to Eo times the product of all the earnings growth rates from tim
time t:

EL= Eo('

+ gel)(' + ge2) . . . (1 + gel).

Because dividends per share in any period tare equal to the payout ratio for
period times the earnings per share, it follows from Equation (18.44)that:

Replacing the numerator in Equation (18.37)with the right-hand side of Equ)
tion (18.45)and then dividing both sides by I$, gives the following formula f*
determining a stock's "normal" priceearnings ratio with the multiplegrowth
model:

I = PI(' + gel)
Eo

(1 + k)'

+

P2(1 + gel)(l + ge2) . . .
(1 k)2

+

+

Example

Consider the Magnesium Company again. Its share price is currently $55,and
per share earnings and dividends over the past year were $3 and $.75,respectively. For the next two years, forecast earnings and dividends, along with the earnings growth rates and payout ratios, are:

Constant growth in dividends and earnings of 10% per year is forecast to begin
at T = 2, which means that D3 = $3.30,E, = $6.60,g = lo%, and p = 50%.
Given a required return of 15%, Equation (18.46)can be used as follows to
estimate a "normal" priceearnings ratio for Magnesium:

Because the actual priceearnings ratio of 18.33 ( = $55/$3)is close to the "normal" ratio of 18.01,the stock of the Magnesium Company can be viewed as fairly
priced.
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So far no explanation has been given as to why earnings or dividends will be expected to grow in the future. One way of providing such an explanation uses the
constant-growth model. Assuming that no new capital is obtained externally and
no shares are repurchased (meaning that the number of shares outstanding
does not increase or decrease), the portion of earnings not paid to stockholders
as dividends will be used to pay for the firm's new investments. Given that p, denotes the payout ratio in year t , then (1 - pt) will be equal to the portion of
earnings not paid out, known as the retention ratio. Furthermore, the firm's new
investments, stated on a per-share basis and denoted by I,, kill be:

If these new investments have an average return on equity of r, in period t
and every year thereafter, they will add rlI1to earnings per share in year t
1
and every year thereafter. If all previous investments also produce perpetual
earnings at a constant rate of return, next year's earnings will equal this year's
earnings plus the new earnings resulting from this year's new investments:

+

Because it was shown earlier that the growth rate in earnings per share is:

it

follows that:

A comparison of Equations (18.48) and (18.49) indicates that:

If the growth rate in earnings per share g,,+ is to be constant over time, then
the average return on equity for new investments T, and the payout ratio p, must
be constant over time. In this situation Equation (18.50) can be simplified
by removing the time subscripts:

:
9

use the growth rate in dividends per share g is equal to the growth rate in
per share g,, this equation can be rewritten as:

g = r(1 - p).

(18.51b)

is equation it can be seen that the growth rate gdepends on (1) the pro-

constant-growth valuation formula given in Equation (18.20) can be

=

Do[' + r ( l k - r(1 -

p)]
p)

'

Under these assumptions, a stock's \nlue (and hence its price) should be greater,
greater its average return on equity for new investments, other things being
Example

Continuing with the Copper Company, recall that Eo = $2.70 and p = 66H%.
This means that 33%% of earnings per share over the past year were retained
and reinvested, an amount equal to $.90 ( = .3333 X $2.70). The earnings per
share in the forthcoming year El are expected to be $2.835 [ = $2.70 X (1 +
.05)] because the growth rateg for Copper is 5%.
The source of the increase in earnings per share of $. 135 ( = $2.835 - $2.70)
is the $.90 per share that was reinvested at t = 0. The average return on equity for
new investments ris 15%, because $.135/$.90 = 15%. That is, the reinvested earnings of $.90 per share can be viewed as having generated an annual increase ir,
earnings per share of $.135. This increase will occur not only at t = 1, but also a[
t = 2, t = 3, and so on. Equivalently, a $.90 investment at t = 0 will generate i t
perpetual annual cash inflow of $.I35 beginning at t = 1.
Expected dividends at t = 1 can be calculated by multiplying the expected
payout ratio p of 66%% times the expected earnings per share E, of $2.835, or
,6667 X $2.835 = $1.89. It can also be calculated by multiplying 1 plus the
growth rate gof 5% times the past amount of dividends per share Do of $1.80, or
1.05 X $1.80 = $1.89.
It can be seen that the growth rate in dividends per share of 5% is equal to
the product of the retention rate (33M%) and the average return on equity for
new investments ( 1 5 % ) ,an amount equal to 5% ( = .3333 X .15).
ears from now ( t = 2 ) , earnings per share are anticipated to be $2.977

+

[ = $2.835 X ( 1
. 0 5 ) ] ,a further increase of $.I42 ( =
due to the retention and reinvestment of $.945 ( = .3333 X $2.835) per share at
t = 1. This expected increase in earnings per share of $.I42 is the result of earning (15%) on the reinvestment ($.945),because .15 X $.945 = $.142.
The expected earnings per share at t = 2 can be viewed as having three
components. T h e first is the earnings attributable to the assets held at I = 0 , an
amount equal to $2.70. The second is the earnings attributable to the reinvestment of $.90 at t = 0 , earning $.135. T h e third is the earnings attributable to the
reinvestment of $.945 at t = 1, earning $.142. These three components, when
summed, can be seen to equal 4 = $2.977 ( = $2.70
$.I35
$.142).
Dividends at t = 2 are expected to he 5% larger than at t = 1, or $1.985 ( =
1.05 X $1.89) per share. This amount corresponds to the amount calculated by
multiplying the payout ratio times the expected earnings per share at t = 2, or
$1.985 ( = .6667 X $2.977). Figure 18.2 summarizes the example.

+
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Figure 18.2
Growth in Earnings for Copper Company

As this chapter's Institutional Issues discusses, the three-stage DDM is the most
widely applied form of the general multiple-growth DDM. Consider analyzing
[he ABC Company.

1 8.8.1

Making Forecasts

Over the past year, ABC has had earnings per share of $1.67 and dividends per
share of $.40. After carefully studying ABC, the security analyst has made the followin^ forecasts of earnings per share and dividends per share for the next five years:

qhcw forecasts imply the following payout ratios and earnings-per-share growth

lilm:

ermore, the analyst believes that ABC will enter a transition stage at the
e fifth year (that is, the sixth year will be the first year of the transition
that the transition stage will last three years. Earnings per share and
ratio for year 6 are forecast to be E, = $1 1.90 and p6 = 55%. {Thus
[ = ($11.90 - $10.00)/$10.00] and D6 = $6.55 ( = .55 X $11.90)].
u t stage, known as the maturity stage, is forecast to have an earningsgrowth rate of 4% and a payout ratio of 70%. Now it was shown in
18.51b) that with the constant-growth model, g = r (1 - p) ,where r is
return on equity for new investment and pis the payout ratio. Given
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AMlylng Dividend Discount Models
O v e r the last SO years, dividend discount models
(DDMs) have achieved broad acceptance among
professional common stock investors. Although
few investment managers rely solely on DDMs to
select stocks, many have integrated DDMs into
their security valuation procedures.
The reasons for the populatity of DDMs are
twofold. First, DDMs are based on a simple, widely
understood concept: The fair value of any security
should equal the discounted value of the cash flows
expected to be produced by that security. Second,
the basic inputs for DDMs are standard outputs for
many large investment management firms-that is,
these firms employ security analysts who are responsible for projecting corporate earnings.
Valuing common stockswith a DDM technically
requires an esrimate of future dividends over an infinite time horizon. Given that accurately forecasting dividends three years from today, let alone 20
years in the future, is a difficult proposition, how
do investment firms actually go about implementing DDMs?
One approach is to use constant or twostage dividend growth models, as described in the text However, although such models are relatively easy to

apply, institutional investors typically view the
assumed dividend growth assumptions as overly $In\plistic. Instead, these investors generally prtbl'et
three-stage models, believing that they provide tttc
best combination of realism and ease of application.
Whereas many variations of the three-stage
DDM exist, in general, the model is based on thc
assumption that companies evolve through thrcc
stages during their lifetimes. (Figure 18.3 portra\\
these stages.)

1. Growth stage: Characterized by rapidly expanding sales, high profit margins, and abnormally high growth in earnings per share
Because of highly profitable expected investment opportunities, the payout ratio is low.
Competitors are attracted by the unusually
high earnings, leading to a decline in the
growth rate.
2. "kinsition stage: In later years, increased
competition reduces profit margns and earnings growth slows. With fewer new investment
opportunities, the company begins to pay out
a larger percentage of earnings.

Figure 18.3
The Three Stages of the Mult~ple-GrowthModel
Source: Mapted from CarmineJ. Gr~goh,"Drmyst~fymg
Dlvldend D~scountModels," Memll
Lynch Qunnhtattue Research, April 1982

3. Maturity (steady-state) stage: Eventually the
company reaches a position where its new
investment opportunities offer, on average,
only slightly attractive returns on equity. At
that time its earnings growth rate, payout
ratio, and return on equity stabilize for the
remainder of its life.
The forecasting process of the three-stage DDM
involves specifying earnings and dividend growth
rates in each of the three stages. Although one
cannot expect a security analyst to be omniscient
in his or her growth forecast for a particular company, one can hope that the forecast pattern of
growth-in terms of magnitude and duration-resembles that actually realized by the company, particularly in the short run.
Investment firms attempt to structure their
DDMs to make maximum use of their analysts'
forecasting capabilities. Thus the models emphasize specific forecasts in the near term, when it is
realistic to expect security analysts to project earnings and dividends more accurately. Conversely,
the models emphasize more general forecasts over
the longer term, when distinctions between companies' growth rates become less discernible. Typically, analysts are required to supply the following
1

ends, the number of years until the maturity
stage is reached.
Most three-stage DDMs assume that during the
transition stage, earnings growth declines and
payout ratios rise linearly to the maturity-stage
steady-state levels. (For example, if the transition
stage is ten years long, earnings growth at the maturity stage is 5% per year, and earnings growth at
the end of the growth stage is 25%, then earnings
growth will decline 2% in each year of the transition stage.) Finally, most three-stage DDMs make
standard assumptions that all companies in the
maturity stage have the same growth rates, payout
ratios, and return on equity.
With analysts' inputs, plus an appropriate required rate of return for each security, all the necessary information for the three-stage DDM is
availabie. The last step involves merely calculating
the discounted value of the estimated dividends to
determine the stock's "fair" value.
The seeming simplicity of the three-stage DDM
should not lead one to believe that it is without its
implementation problems. Investment firms must
smve to achieve consistency across their analysts'
forecasts. The long-term nature of the estimates involved, the substantial training required to make

I

1. expected annual earnings and dividends for
the next several years;
2. after these specific annual forecasts end,
earnings growth and the payout ratio fore-

the caodnation of a number of analysts covering
many companies severely complicate the problem.
Considerable discipline is required ifthe DDM valuations generated by a firm's analysts are to be sufficiently comparable and reliable to guide investment

3. the number of years until the transition
stage is reached;
4. the duration (in years) of the transition
stage-that is, once abnormally high growth

decisions. Despite these comp ex~hes, success u y
i m p l e m e n t e d , ' ~ ~can
~ scobbine the creative insights of security anatysts with the rigor and discipline of quantitativeinvestment techniques.

Ill
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stage has constant growth, this equation can be reformulated

~ ~ s c -to
t l determine

r:
r=g/(l - p).

l0r- ABC has an impliedvalue of 13.33% [ = 4%/(100% - 70%)], whic.h is
be consiste~ltwith the long-run growth forecasts for similar C ~ I I I ~ : I I I ~ ~ S .
At this point there are only two missing pieces of information that arc 11c.cd141 tlrtcrmine the value of ABC-the
earnings-per-share growth ra1c.s ;intl thc

11% I

ir~tc.tlto
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payout ratios for the transition stage. Taking earnings per share
forecast that ge6 = 19% and geg = 4%. One method of determini
"decay" to 4% is to note that there are three years between
years, and 15% between 19% and 4%. A "linear decay" rate wo
by noting that 15%/3 years = 5% per year. This rate of 5% would
from 19% to get ge7,resulting in 14% ( = 19% - 5%). Then it would
ed from 14% to get ge8,resulting in 9% ( = 14% - 5 % ) . Finally, as a e
be noted that 4% ( = 9% - 5 % ) is the value that was forecast for gc~.
A similar procedure can be used to determine how the payout
in year 6 will grow to 70% in year 9. The "linear growth" rate will
5 5 % ) / 3 years = 1 5 % / 3 years = 5% per year, indicating that p7 = 60%
5 % ) qnd pa = 65% ( = 60%
5 % ) . Again a check indicates that
65%
5%) is the value that was forecast for p,.
With these forecasts of earnings-per-share growth rates and payout afr
lPO
hand, forecasts of dividends per share can now be made:

+

+

+

D7 = P7E7
= P7E6(l + ge7)
= .60 X $11.90 X ( 1
.14)
= .60 X $13.5'7
= $8.14
O8 = P a E 8
= PsE6(1 + ge7)(l + gee)
= .65 X $11.90 X ( 1
.14) X ( 1 + .09)
= .65 X $14.79
= $9.61
D9 = P9E9
= pgE6(l + ge7)(l + ge8)(l + ge9)
= -70 X $11.90 X ( 1
.14) X ( 1 .09)

+

+

+

+

X

(1

+ .04)

18.8.2 Estimating the Intrinsic Value
Given a required rate of return on ABCof 12.4%, all the necessary inputs for the.
multiple-growth model have been determined. Hence it is now possible to estimate ABC's intrinsic (or fair) value. To begin, it can be seen that T = 8, indicating that V,- involves determining the present value of Dl through D8,

-
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Then 1;-, can be determined using D9:

Combining Ir,_ and V, ,results in the intrinsic value of ABC:

v = vr- +
=
=

t;,

$18.89 + $50.28
$69.17.

Given a current market price for ABC of $50, it can be seen that its stock is
underpriced by $19.17 ( = $69.17 - $50) per share. Equivalently, it can be noted
that the actual priceearnings ratio for ABCis 29.9 ( = $50/$1.67) but that a "normal" priceearnings ratio would be higher, equal to 41.4 ( = $69.17/$1.67), again
indicating that ABC is underpriced.

18.8.3

Implied Returns

As shown with the previous example, once the analyst has made certain forecasts, it is relatively straightforward to determine a company's expected dividends for each year up through the first year of the maturity stage. Then the
present value of these predicted dividends can be calculated for a given required
rate of return. IIowever, many investment firms use a computerized trial-anderror procedure to determine the discount rate that equates the present value of
the stock's expected dividends with its current price. Sometimes this long-run infernal rate of return is referred to as the security's implied return. In the case of

11111

j p r i e d return is 14.8%.

18.8.4 The Security Market Line

Ui!mpl;eJ
rbIllPlP lae h ~ e nolinllcrlf
beta

or a number of stocks, the associated

r

for kach stock can be estimated. Then for all the stocks analyzed, this information can be plotted o n a graph that has implied returns on the vertical axis
~ n estimated
d
betas on the horizontal axis.
At this point there are alternative methods for estimating the security mar@
k
line (SML)." O n e method iilvolves determining a line of best fit for this
h by using a statistical procedure known as simple regression (as discussed
pter 17). That is, the values of an intercept term and a slope term are deed from the data, thereby indicating the location of the straight line that
cscrihes the relationship between implied returns and betas.12
e 18.4 provides an example of the estimated SML. In this case the SML
determined to have an Intercept of 8% and a slope of 4%, indicating
eneral, securities with higher betas are expected to have higher implied
the forthcoming period. Depending o n the sizes of the implied relines can have steeper or flatter slopes, o r even negative slopes.
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Figure 18.4
A Security Market Line Estimated from Implied Returns

The second method of estimating the SML involves calculating the im1)lic.d
return for a portfolio of cornmon stocks. This is done by taking a value-weightc.(l
average of the implied returns of the stocks in the portfolio, with the resulting I-t..
turn being an estimate of the implied return on the market portfolio. Given t l ~ i s
return and a beta of 1, the "market" portfolio can be plotted on a graph havi~i):
implied returns on the vertical axis and betas on the horizontal axis. Next [ I I ~
riskfree rate, having a beta of 0, can be plotted on the same graph. Finally, the.
SML is determined by simply connecting these two points with a straight line.
Either of these SMLs can be used to determine the required return on .r
stock. However, they will most likely result in different numbers, as the two 1int.s
will most likely have different intercepts and slopes. For example, note that i l l
the first method the SML may not go through the riskfree rate, whereas the second method forces the SML to go through this rate.

1 8.8.5

Required Returns and Alphas

Once a security's beta has been estimated, its required return can be determined from the estimated SML. For example, the equation for the SML shown
in Figure 18.4 is:

Thus if ABC has an estimated beta of 1.1, then it would have a required returll
equal to 12.4% [ = 8 + (4 X 1.1)].
Once the required return on a stock has been determined, the difference between the stock's implied return (from the DDM) and this required return can
be calculated. This diffcrence is then viewed as an estimate of the stock's alpha
and represents " . . . the degree to which a stock is mispriced. Positive alphas indicate undervalued securities and negative alphas indicate ove~.valuedsecurities."'"
In the case of ABC, its implied and required returns were 14.8% and 12.4%, respectively. Thus its estimated alpha would be 2.4% ( = 14.8% - 12.4%).Because
this is a positive number, ABCcan be viewed as being underpriced.
--
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18.8.6

The Implied Return on the Stock Market

Another product of this analysis is that the implied return for a portfolio of
stocks call be compared with the expected return on bonds. (The latter is qpically represented by the current yield-to-maturity on long-term Treasury bonds.)
Specifically, the difierence between stock and bo~ltlreturns can be used as an
input for recommendations concerni~lgasset allocation between stocks and
bonds. That is, it can be used to form recommendations regarding what percent
of an investor's money should go into stocks and what percent should go into
bonds. For example, t.he greater the implied return on stocks relative to bonds,
the larger the percentage of the investor's money that should be placed in cornInon stocks.

--

---

- -

DIVIDEND DISCOUNT MODELS AND EXPECTED RETURNS
The procedures described here are similar to those employed by a number of'
brokerage firnis and portfolio managers.14A security's implied return, obtained
li.om a DDM, is often treated as an expected return, which in turn can be dividc.d into two co~nponents-the security's required return and alpha.
However, the expected return on a stock over a given holding period Inay
tlilfer from its DDM-based implied rate k*. A simple set of examples will indicate
\\.llythis difference can exist.
Assume that a security analyst predicts that a stock will pay a dividend 01'
$1.10 per year forever. O n the other hand, the consensus opinion of "the mark ( , ~ ' '(most other investors) is that the dividend will equal $1.00 per year forever.
1 llis suggests that the analyst's prediction is a deviant o r nonconsensus one.
Assume that both the analyst and other investors agree that the requircd
1 . 1 1 ~ 01' return for a stock of this type is 10%. Using the formula for the zertr
~1cwt11
model, the value of the stock is D,/.10 = 1 0 4 , meaning that the stork
rJ1or11tlsell for ten times its expected dividend. Because other investors expect to
ft'tcivc $1.00 per year, the stock has a current price P o f $10 per share. The ana31p~
kels that the stock has a value of $1.10/.10 = $11 and thus feels that it is un&$mpricvd by $11 - $10 = $1 pershare.

,

I

Rate of Convergence of investorsrPredictions

riii~ationthe implied return according to the analyst is $1.10/$10 = 11%.
alyst buys a share now with a plan to sell it a year later, what rate of'relrt the analyst expect to earn? The answer depends on what assumption
r c ~ i r d i n gthe rate of convergence of inuestors'predictions-that is, the an1s o11 the expected market reaction to the mispricing that the analyst
le 18.1 are based on an assumption that the analyst is
t his o r her forecast of future dividends is correct. That is, in all of

analyst expects that at the end of the year, the stock will pay the
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Expected Amount of
Convergence
0%
(A1

100%
(BJ

50%
(CJ

Dividend predictions D,
Consensus of other investors
Analyst
Expected stock price PI
Expected return:
Div~dence
yield Dl/P
Capital gain (PI - PJ/P
Total expected return
Less requ~redreturn
Alpha
Note PI IS equal to the consensus dlvldend pred~ctlon
at t = I dlvlded by the
requlred return of 10% The example assume5 that the current stock price P a
5 10 and d~v~dends
are forecast by the consensus at t = 0 to remarn constant
at S 1 00 per share whereas the analyst forecasts the dlvrdends at t = 0 to
remaln constant at S I I0 per share

N o Convergence

In column (A),it is assumed that other investors will regard the higher dividend
as a fluke and steadfastly refuse to alter their projections of subsequent dividends from their initial estimate of $1.00. As a result, the security's price at t = 1
can be expected to remain at $10 ( = $1.00/.10). In this case the analyst's total
return is expected to be 11% ( = $1.10/$10), which will be attributed entirely to
dividends as no capital gains are expected.
The 11% ex ected return can also be viewed as consisting of the required

P

b

a I IL

'!U~II
I[ III! difldeld

po

return of 10% PIUS an alpha of 1% t at IS equ o e
unanticipated by other investors, $.10/$10. Accordingly, if it is assumed that
there will be no convergence of predictions, the expected return would be set at
the implied rate of 11% and the alpha would be set at 1%.

Cornplete Convergence

Column (B) shows a very different situation. Here it is assumed that the other
investors will recognize their error and completely revise their predictions. At
the end of the year, it is expected that they too will predict future dividends of
$1.10 per year thereafter; thus the stock is expected to be selling for $11 ( =
$1.10/.10) at t = 1. Under these conditions, the analyst can expect to achieve a
total return of 21% by selling the stock at the end of the year for $1 1, obtaining
11% ( = $1.10/$10) in dividend yield and 10% ( = $l/$10) in capital gains.
The 10% expected capital gains result directly from the expected repricing
of the security because of the complete convergence of predictions. In this case
the fruits of the analyst's superior prediction are expected to be obtained all in
one year. Instead of 1% "extra" per year forever, as in column (A), the analyst
-
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expects to obtain 1% ( = $.10/$10) in extra dividend yield plus 10% ( = $1/$10)
in capital gains this year. By continuing to hold the stock in subsequent years, the
analyst would expect to earn only the required return of 10% over those years.
Accordingly, the expected return is 21 % and the alpha is 11% when it is assumed
that there is complete convergence of predictions.
Partjal Convergence

Column (C) shows an intermediate case. Here the predictions of the other investors are expected to converge only halfway toward those of the analyst (that
is, from $1.00 to $1.05 instead of to $1.10). Total return in the first year is expected to be 16%, consisting of 11% ( = $1.10/$10) in dividend yield plus 5%
( = $.50/$10) in capital gains.
Since the stock is expected to be selling for $10.50 ( = $1.05/.10) at t = 1,
the analyst will still feel that it is underpriced at t = 1 because it will have an intrinsic value of $1 1 ( = $1.10/.10) at that time. To obtain the remainder of the
"extra return" owing to this underpricing, the stock would have to be held past t
= 1. Accordingly, the expected return would be set at 16% and the alpha would
be set at 6% when it is assumed that there is halfway convergence of predictions.
In general, a security's expected return and alpha will be larger, the faster
the assumed rate of convergence of predictions.l%any investors use the implied rate (that is, the internal rate of return k*) as a surrogate for a relatively
short-term (for example, one year) expected return, as in column (A). In doing
so, they are assuming that the dividend forecast is completely accurate, but that
there is no convergence. Alternatively, investors could assume that there is some
degree of convergence, thereby raising their estimate of the security's expected
rcturn. Indeed, investors could further alter their estimate of the security's exl~cctedreturn by assuming that the security analyst's deviant prediction is less
tl~anperfectly accurate, as will be seen next.16

18.9.2 Predicted versus Actual Returns

adjusts them, based on relationships between previous predictions and actual
aiclcomes. Panels (a) and (b) of Figure 18.5 provide examples.
Each point in Figure 18.5(a) plots a predicted return on the stock market as a
whde (on the horizontal axis) and the subsequent actual return for that period
.(ran Lhe vertical axis). The line of best fit (determined by simple regression)
:amugh the points indicates the general relationship between prediction and
&lcume. If the current prediction is 14%, history suggests that an estimate of
e 18.5(b) plots a predicted alpha value for a security (on
the subsequent "abnormal return" for that period (on
diagram can be made for a given security, or for all the
that a particular analyst makes predictions about, or for all the securirm makes predictions about. Again a line of best fit can
through the points. In this case, if the current prediction of a security's
-
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Implied Return on the Stock Market (Predicted)

Actual Abnormal Return

Alpha

Figure 18.5

Adjusting Predictions

+

alpha is 1 % , this relationship suggests that an "adjusted" estimate of +2.5%
would be superior.
An important by-product of this type of analysis is the measure of correlation between predicted and actual outcomes, indicating the nearness of the
points to the line. This information coefficient (IC) can serve as a measure of
predictive accuracy. If it is too small to be significantly different from zero in a
statistical sense, the value of the predictions is subject to considerable question."

SUMMARY
1. The capitalization of income method of valuation states that the intrinsic
value of any asset is equal to the sum of the discounted cash flows investors
expect to receive from that asset.
~~~~~
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2. Dividend discount models (DDMs) are a specific application of the capitalization of income method of valuation to common stocks.
3. To use a DDM, the investor must implicitly or explicitly supply a forecast of all
future dividends expected to be generated by a security
4. Investors typically make certain simplifying assumptions about the growth of
common stock dividends. For example, a common stock's dividends may be
assumed to exhibit zero growth or growth at a constant rate. More complex
assumptions may allow for multiple growth rates over time.
5. Instead of applying DDMs, many security analysts use a simpler method of security valuation that involves estimating a stock's "normal" price-earnings
ratio and comparing it with the stock's actual price-earnings ratio.
6. The growth rate in a firm's earnings and dividends depends o n its earnings
retention rate and its average return on equity for new investments.
7. Determining whether a security is mispriced using a DDM can be done in
one of two ways. First, the discounted value of expected dividends can be
compared with the stock's current price. Second, the discount rate that
equates the stock's current price to the present value of forecast dividends
can be compared with the required return for stocks of similar risk.
8. The rate of return that an analyst with accurate non-consensus dividend forecasts can expect to earn depends on the rate of convergence of other investors' predictions to the predictions of the analyst.

1. Consider five annual cash flows (the first occurring one year from today) :
Year

Cash Flow

I
2
3

S5

4

$6
57
58

5

$9

(iiven a discount rate of 10%, what is the present value of this stream of cash

Alta Cohen is considering buying a machine to produce baseballs. The machine costs $10,000. With the machine, Alta expects to produce and sell
1.000 baseballs per year for $3 per baseball, net of all costs. The machine's

is five years (with n o salvage value). Based on these assumptions and an
discount rate, what is the net present value of Alta's investment?
(:ollins has invested in a project that promised to pay $100, $200, and
,respectively, at thc end of the next three years. If Hub paid $513.04 for
vestment, what is the project's internal rate of return?
Products currently pays a dividend of $4 per share on its common
......--
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